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1. iNtroductioN

for Trajan, it was exceptionally important to con-
tinuously increase the defensive capabilities of the 
northern border of the imperium romanum. even 
before he became the emperor, while he was still 
governing over germania superior, he supervised 
a program of fortifying the border in that area. it 
is during this time that he might perhaps have ini-
tiated the construction of the so-called odenwald 
limes (bennett 1997: 50). even after nerva’s death, 
he remained at the rhine, after which he moved to 
the Danube to supervise the process of consolidat-
ing the border system. he only returned to rome in 

aD 99 (eck 2014: 101). after dealing with his po-
litical business there, he hastened back to the north 
to execute his military plans, in which oescus and 
novae, albeit not part of the initial strategy, would 
play an important role later on in the campaign (on 
the wars with Dacians see strobel 1984; sarnowski 
1988: 52–68).
Without a doubt, these places were directly linked 
with the radical plan for solving the Dacian is-
sue. They constituted an link in the preparation 
of the fortifications for the planned offensive on 
Decebalus’ state. both locations can thus function 
as an excellent examples of  Trajan’s construction 
programme in the territories on the Danube.
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2. Novae duriNg trajaN reigN

Let us begin with novae, the ruins of which are locat-
ed not far from the city of svisthov in bulgaria (fig. 
1). initially, this had been the camp of the augustus’ 
eighth legion, stationed here from the mid-40s aD 
until 69. at the beginning of the 70s, this legion was 
replaced by legio i italica, which remained in novae 
until Late antiquity (fig. 2). The earliest earth-and-
wood fortifications excavated here are dated to the 
claudian-nero period, while the first stone founda-
tions of the principia most probably to nero’s reign. 
The early encampment covered an area of 17.8 ha. 
During Trajan’s reign, it was completely rebuilt in 
stone, along with the erection of 32 guard towers, all 
of which was probably done before the first campaign 
of the Dacian War (101-102) (Tomas 2017: 38–39). 
This date might be confirmed by hypothesis claim-
ing that scene XXXv (fig. 3.1) on Trajan’s column 
presents novae during the first Dacian War (aD 
101/102),1 as does scene XLvi (fig. 3.2.) (Depeyrot 
2008: 79–80). a fort with an arching one-passage 
gate was visible on both of these images.

Yet another trace of the history of novae during 
Trajan’s period comes in the form of two foundation 
inscriptions (more on legio i italica during Trajan's 

reign see sarnowski 2018). The first [imp(eratori) 
cae]sari ne[rvae---] [---Po]ntif(ici) max(imo) [--
-] (iLatnovae 33) is ascribed to Trajan, because at 
the beginning of his reign he bore the name nerva 
(nerva Traianus). The inscription has been pre-
served on a block 1.13 m in length, which was most 
probably part of the facade of a monumental build-
ing, but it is impossible to determine the specific 
structure it originated from as the block was reused 
in the construction of the guard tower next to the for-
tress’s western gate (Kolendo 1972: 64). The second 
foundation inscription is also damaged – [----- ne]
rvaeTrai[ani -----] / [-------]aD +++ c / ii / [-------] 
leg(atus) aug(usti) pr(o) pr(aetore) / [------] leg(atus) 
aug(usti). based on the dimensions of the partially 
preserved artefact, the researchers who found the 
inscription indicate that it must have initially been 
located in a temple (bunsch et al. 2003: 56–57). The 
next two inscriptions are linked to the construction 
of a legionary hospital, more specifically asclepius’s 
sanctuary, in its interior as will be discussed further 
in this article. The first is an inscription dedicated to 
asclepius (ae 1998, 1130; Kolendo 1998: 56–57, no. 
1) (aescula/pio sacrum / leg(io) i ital(ica)), dated to 
the entire period of emperor Trajan’s reign. The next 
one ([a]esculapium \ ex donis arg(enteum) \ p(ondo) 
v unc(iis) v \ c. mansuanius \ seuerus leg(atus) 

1 This division is according the the one suggested by conrad cichorius (cichorius 1896); sarnowski 1984: 160.

Figure 1. Ruins of Novae, present state of preservation (photo M. Pisz)
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aug(usti) f(aciendum) c(urauit)) is the base 
of a statue of hygieia dated to aD 112–113 
(ae 1998: 131; Kolendo 1998: 56–57, no. 1).
in novae during Trajan’s reign, there was 
also a functioning customs office as also 
attested by an inscription from ca. aD 
100: [invicto] / Deo / melichrysus / P(ubli) 
caragoni / Philopalaestri.2 This is a marble 
block, of which half has been preserved, 
serving as a base for mithra’s statue. it was 
funded by a slave belonging to a customs 
office leaseholder from the Lower Danube 
district. We know this thanks to the in-
scription known as the horothesia of 
Laberius maximus from histria (ae 1919: 
10; Kolendo 1992: 97–103). The office was 
most probably located just outside the 
eastern walls of novae (sarnowski 2017: 
85, abb. 7).

it is worth taking special note of yet anoth-
er trace of Trajan’s construction activities 
in the form of legio i minervia and legio 
Xi claudia roof tiles (fig. 3.3), dated by 
T. sarnowski to aD 101 (sarnowski 1987: 
107–122). The roof tiles marked by these 
two legions attest to the presence of units 
whose purpose it was to produce such 
building materials in order to meet the 
demands of novae (sarnowski 1987: 107–
122). clearly, legio i italica was not capable 
of fulfilling the production needs for build-
ing ceramics during the extensive recon-
struction of the camp, as a result of which 
legio i minervia and legio Xi claudia’s 
aid was required. During the Dacian War, 
novae constituted one of the major ports 
to which reinforcements and supplies were 
shipped (sarnowski 1984: 143). in all probability, 
legio i italica’s stamps, which appear in sarnowski’s 
typology (sarnowski 1983: 17–61) as types vi 61, vi 
104–105, vi 119–122 and in matuszewska’s typol-
ogy iv–12a (matuszewska 2006: 45–63) (fig. 3.4), 
should be dated to Trajan-hadrian’s period of reign 
(recław & Żelazowski 2008: 58).
The presence of the emperor himself in novae has 
been confirmed not only on the metopes from 
Trajan’s column, but also by lead fillings (fig. 3.5) 
bearing the inscription imP(erator) Tr(aian) 
(mrozewicz 1981: 79–84; sarnowski 1984: 160), in-

dicating that he might have personally overseen the 
reconstruction of the camp in novae.
i will not refer in detail the architectural details of 
the novae walls and streets (see Jęczmieniowski 
and Zakrzewski in this volume). i would only like to 
mention that aside from the reconstruction of the 
fortifications, a new monumental basilica was built 
in the prinicipia (sarnowski 2012: 50) (fig. 2, no. 1). 
During Trajan’s reign, a legionary hospital was erect-
ed in place of the large legionary bathhouse (Dyczek 
2008: 65–66) (fig. 2, no. 4). The purpose of the new 
building was to provide care for sick and wounded 
soldiers, transported to novae by the Danube from 

2 ae 1940: 0100; iLbulg 289; Kolendo 1993: 127; however, h. nesselhauf ’s annotation is frequently quoted (1939: 334–335): / [cond(uctoris) 
publ(ici) por(torii)] / [ripaeThraciae] / [ser(vus) vil(icus) posuit]. J. Kolendo rejects this annotation as there is simply not enough space for 
such a long inscription on the base.

Figure 2. Novae. Legionary fortress in the 2nd and 3rd century. An outline plan (by 
T. Sarnowski, J. Kaniszewski and P. Zakrzewski. Based also on detailed drawings 
by M. Lemke and P. Dyczek). 1. Headquarters building (principia); 2. Bath house 
(thermae); 3. Officer’s house; 4. Hospital (valetudinarium); 5. Granaries (horrea); 
6. Water tank; 7. Cavalry Barrack; 8. Praetorium (?); 9. Fabrica (?); 10. West Gate 
(porta principalis sinistra); 11. North Gate (porta praetoria); 12. East Gate (porta 
principalis dextra); 13. South Gate (porta decumana); 14. Barracks of the First 
Cohort (?); 15. Water pipeline trench (emergency rescue excavation of 2015). 
Figures along the curtain wall refer to the numbers of towers (plan and caption 
after: Sarnowski et al. 2014: 178, fig. 1).
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the battlefields. in the centre of the hospital, in the 
courtyard, there was a small temple constructed dur-
ing Trajan’s reign, but most of the stratigraphic and 
epigraphic evidence indicates that it was reconstruct-
ed in aD 156–159 (Dyczek 1999: 495–500). The 
courtyard itself was surrounded by a portico (32.66 x 
42.40 m), around which two rows of rooms (all with 
a triangular layout) were constructed with a circular 
corridor running between them. The entire building 
(to the exception of the courtyard) was covered by 
a basilica roof (Dyczek 1997: 199–204). new baths 
were constructed a bit later, in the first half of the 2nd 
century aD (biernacki & Klenina 2016: 45) (fig. 2, 
no. 2). structures located in section Xii have very 
recently began to be studied, i.e. since 2011 (fig. 2, 
no. 14). according to excavators, the structures cur-
rently being researched might possibly have been the 
legionary barracks of the first cohort or the house of 
a high-ranking officer. for the present moment, it has 
been possible to distinguish four architectural phases 
of the excavated structure. Timber was used as prin-
cipal material in two of those phases, the earliest dat-
ing to the Julio-claudian dynasty, while the second 
was constructed during the reign of the flavians. in 
turn, in the period of interest, i.e. before the Dacian 
Wars, it is clear that certain modifications were in-
troduced, as this is when the pool and baths were 
constructed within this building. aside from various 

numismatic artefacts, this chronology is confirmed 
primarily by the roof tiles stamped by legio i minerva 
and legio Xi claudia, which had been used to build 
the canal used to drain the water from the baths. in 
the Late antiquity period, military and civilian archi-
tecture began to merge (Lemke 2014: 193–203; 2015; 
2016; Dyczek 2018a; 2018b).
it can be observed that during Trajan’s reign the 
camp at novae was completely reconstructed. This 
was how novae fit into Trajan’s plans to reorganize 
the roman border defence system at the Danube by 
strengthening the border fortifications.

3. other FortiFicatioNS built 
or rebuilt duriNg trajaN’S 
reigN iN PaNNoNia iNFerior, 
MoeSia SuPerior, MoeSia 
iNFerior aNd dacia

before the Dacian War broke out, in Pannonia 
Trajan ordered fortifications to be built in alisca, ad 
statuas, ad militare and Taurunum (fig. 5). as a re-
sult of these actions, Trajan was able to standardize 
the defensive system in this province (Karavas 2001: 
58). already as emperor in aD 98, Trajan initiated 
an extensive program of reorganising the defensive 

Figure 3. Sources for the Trajanic History of Novae: 1. Scene XXXV from Trajan’s column with representation of Novae (after Cichorius 
1896); 2. Scene XXXV from Trajan’s column with representation of Novae (after Cichorius 1896); 3. The stamps of the legio I Minerva and 
legio XI Claudia (all stamps are elaborated by A. Momot); 4. Stamps from Early 2nd century (after Recław & Żelazowski 2008: 61, fig. 5); 5. 
Lead fillings with signature of Trajan (after Mrozewicz 1981: 79–84).
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system in upper moesia (Jęczmieniowski 2015: 119). 
at some point before the first Dacian War broke 
out, these actions led to the romans being able to 
complete the road along the Danube next to the iron 
gates (ciL iii, 1699), as well as digging a 3 km long ca-
nal near sip, enabling sailing down the Danube (Šašel 
1973: 80–85). Trajan also ordered the modernisation 
of the earth-and-wood fortifications functioning in 
this area by rebuilding them in stone, for example 
those in ram (Lederata), Pojejena, Čezava (novae), 
saldum, gospodin vir, Kostol (Pontes), Drobeta-
Turnu severin (Drobeta), Prahovo (aquae). he also 
built new ones in Karataš (Diana), velike Livadice, 
male Livadice (fig. 5). This is perhaps the moment 
when singidunum and viminacium acquired stone 
walls, as perhaps did some smaller fortifications 
like the ones on sapaja island, in Donji milanovac 
(Taliata), Tekija (Transdierna), brza Palanka (egeta) 
(Jęczmieniewski 2015: 120–121) (fig. 5).
aside from novae, in construction activities have 
been confirmed to have taken place in Lower moesia 
(fig. 5). in aD 103 carsium (hirşova) a fort for ala 
gallorum flaviana was rebuilt in stone (the first 
earth and wooden phase occurred during vespasian’s 
reign) (nicolae et al. 2008: 313), at this time between 
aD 103–106 forts in rasova-flaviana (gudea 2005: 
446), sacidava (celei) (scorpan 1972: 315; 1977: 
230), capidava (florescu, florescu & Diaconu 1958: 
15; gajewska 1974: 150) were built and barboşi was 
rebuilt in stone in aD 112 (sarnowski 1984: 159; 
Poulter 1986: 521; Ţentea 2016: 88). it should also 
be emphasized that military troops left 
the forts between viminacium and novae 
(Ţentea 2016: 88).
The new forts Trajan built along the 
border with scythia minor (fig. 5) con-
tributed to the integration of the Lower 
moesian defensive system. additionally, 
new legionary camps were constructed 
in Durostorum (silistra) and Troesmis 
(iglita) (Poulter 1986: 522). it was also the 
first time that the construction of roman 
roads in Dobrudja was initiated, about 
which information is provided by an in-
scription issued by cohors iv gallorum, 
found not far from sacidava (Poulter 
1986: 522; Panaite 2013: 131). Due to the 
Danube’s frequently low levels and it pe-
riodically being frozen over, which trans-
lated into a lower degree of security in 
the province, the decision was reached 
to construct early warning military out-
posts in Wallachia, southern moldavia 
and south-eastern Transylvania (fig. 
5) (Poulter 1986: 523; Ţentea 2016: 89). 

following the Dacian Wars, these areas were under 
the jurisdiction of the governor of Lower moesia 
(Ţentea 2016: 89). in time of Dacian Wars forts for 
the vexillations were built in Drajna de sus, mălăieşti, 
Târgşor, Pietroasele, and possibly voineşti (Karavas 
2001: 197; Ţentea 2016: 89). Thanks to hunt’s pa-
pyrus (rmr 68), we know that forts were also con-
structed in buridava (ocnele mari) in Wallachia 
and in Piroboridava (Poiana) in moldova (rmr 68). 
Without a doubt, these new structures did not func-
tion in isolation; thus, they must have been linked to 
the main communication routes along the Danube 
(Poulter 1986: 522; Ţentea 2016: 89). according to o. 
Ţentea, one of the roads ran from the area between 
oescus and novae along the olt river ensuring ac-
cess to the south-eastern Transylvania pass (Ţentea 
2016: 90). Just after the first Dacian War, the roman 
army began to fortify its camps and bases around 
Decebalus’ territory (limited to the carpathian arc), 
but primarily they focused on the systematic devel-
opment of the network of communication routes in 
the extensive borderland zone by the Lower Danube 
Trajan ordered the construction of roads in the 
iazyges’ tribal terrains, situated on both sides of the 
Tisa river (Poulter 1986: 523; Karavas 2001: 151). 
on the map depicting the fortifications built during 
Trajan’s reign in Dacia (fig. 5), it can be observed that 
due to the characteristic landscape (the broad arc of 
the carpathian mountains) fortifications were only 
constructed in the most vulnerable spots, especially 
in banat, along the aluta (olt) river, but also in the 
apulum and Potaissa regions.

Figure 4. The General Plan of Oescus (after Kabakchieva 2014: 182, fig. 1).
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Figure 5. Lower Danube in the end of Trajan’s rule (Map was prepared based mainly on J. Karavas work (see Karavas 2001) with added 
supplements: from E. Jęczmieniowski for Moesia Superior (see Jęczmieniowski 2015), and from M. Lemke for Moesia Inferior (see Lemke 
2011)).

arabic numerals (1-81) presents the fortifications built or rebuilt during Trajan's reign; roman numerals 
(i-XLiv) presents fortifications built before Trajan's reign; capital letters mark cities founded by Trajan (a-
g); Lowercase letters mark greek cities (a-e) and pre-Trajanis colonies (f-i).

List:

1 ulcisia castra (szentendre)
2 alisca
3 ad statuas
4 ad militare
5 Taurunum
6 ram
7 Pojejena
8 Čezava (novae)
9 gospodin vir
10 Kostol (Pontes)
11 Drobeta-Turnu severin (Drobeta)
12 singidunum
13 viminacium
14 saldum
15 Donji milanovic (Taliata)
16 Tekija (Transdierna)
17 brza Palanka (egeta)
18 Karataš (Diana)

19 velike Livadice
20 male Livadice
21 carsium (hirşova)
22 novae
23 rasova flaviana
24 sacidava (celei)
25 capidava
26 Durostorum (silistra)
27 Troesmis (iglita)
28 arcidava (vărădia)
29 centum Putei
30 berzovia
31 aizizis
32 Dierna
33 Praetorium
34 ad Pannonios
35 Tibiscum
36 Zăvoi
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D sarmizegethusa
e mesembria
e nicopolis ad istrum
f marcianopolis
f colonia claudia savaria
g Tropaeum Traiani
g colonia flavia siscia
h colonia flavia felix Dardanorum
i colonia flavia sirmiensium
i aquincum
ii albertfalva
iii campona
iv matrica
iX alta ripa
v vetus salina
vi intercisa
vii annamantia
viii Lussonium
X Lugio
Xi altinum
Xii Teutoburgium
Xiii cornacum
Xiv bononia
XiX margum
XL sexaginta Prista
XLi Dimum
XLii securisca
XLiii augustae
XLiv variana
Xv beočin
Xvi rittium
Xvii Tricornium
Xviii mons aures
XX sapaja island
XXi Pincum
XXii cuppae
XXiii smorna
XXiv ravna(campsa)
XXiX mora vagei
XXv hajdučka vodenica
XXvi Kurvingrad
XXvii rtkovo
XXviii ušče slatinse reke
XXX Dorticum (vrav)
XXXi Prohovo
XXXii bononia (vidin)
XXXiii Timacum minus
XXXiv salsovia
XXXiX Transmarisca
XXXv aegyssus
XXXvi noviodunum
XXXvii argamum
XXXviii arrubium

37 micia
38 cigmău
39 costeşti
40 orăştioara de sus
41 bulci
42 aradul nou
43 sânnicolaul mare
44 cenad
45 Partiscum
46 brȋncoveneşti
47 sȋnpaul
48 bumbeşti
49 aPuLum
50 Pojena de sus
51 vršac
52 resculum
53 bucium
54 romita
55 Porolissum
56 Tihău
57 căşei
58 ilişua
59 Livezile
60 gilău
61 Potaissa
62 hoghiz
63 cincşor
64 feldioara
65 boiţa
66 castra Traiana
67 buridava
68 Pons aluti
69 acidava
70 romula
71 islaz
72 Târgşor
73 Pietroasele
74 voineşti
75 buridava
76 Piroboridava
77 filipeşti
78 cȋmpina
79 Drajana de sus
80 mălăieşti
81 Pietroasele
82 Tîrgşor
a istrus
a Poetovio
b ratiaria
b Tomis
c callatis
c oescus
d odessus
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4. oeScuS duriNg trajaN reigN

The significance of novae in Trajan’s construction 
policies is thus quite obvious. We should therefore 
ask what the significance for Trajan’s plans was of 
the oldest legionary camp in Lower moesia, oescus. 
it is claimed that oescus was constructed as early 
as in the first decade of the 1st century aD and that 
it was built by the legio v macedonica, which re-
sided there up until aD 62 and later between aD 
71 and aD 102. cohors iiii gallorum filled in 
during the nine-year gap. During Tiberius’ reign, 
ala Pansiana was probably also stationed here (or 
somewhere nearby); however, this has not been 
fully verified (ae 1927: 51; iLbulg 47; Kabakchieva 
2000: 31–62; boyanov 2008: 69; The presence of this 
cohort in oescus is confirmed by inscription  ciL 
iii 14417=iLatbulg.61 cf. boyanov 2008: 69; matei-
Popescu 2010: 210). There was a Thracian settle-
ment of the Triballi tribe located north of oescus 
(boyanov 2008: 70; Lemke 2011: 172). in addition, 
as of the end of augustus’ reign, this area was sub-
jected to intense settlement by veterans, as con-
firmed by epigraphic evidence (boyanov 2008: 72; 
Kabakchieva 2014: 184). The presumed remains of a 
vicus were also located near oescus (boyanov 2008: 
70), while a canabae extended east of the castra, 
probably in place of which a town called oescus ii 
formed in the 3rd century (fig. 4) (ivanov 1990: 917; 
Lemke 2011: 169). The stone walls of oescus were 
probably built during vespasian’s reign. The camp 
itself covered an 18-hectare area, and, according to 
most researchers, it was located directly beneath 
oescus i (fig. 14), but it remains uncertain exactly 
where (Kabakchieva 2000: 120; Lemke 2011: 168). 
The most of researchers accept theory that, the the 
principia were situated in the spot later occupied by 
the forum (see discussions and arguments against it 
in: boyanov 2008: 70; Tomas 2017: 96). a different 
opinion has been expressed by boyanov, who claims 
that the military camp was located at the highest 
point in the southern part of this settlement due to the 
risk of flooding (boyanov 2008: 70). unfortunately, 
taking into account the current state of knowledge it 
is very difficult to determine what specific changes 
were introduced in the camp itself during Trajan’s 
reign (Lemke 2011: 169–170). The written sources 
do not provide any additional information. We know 
of only five inscriptions from this period. The first 
is a gravestone dated to aD 98–117 belonging to a 
veteran of the cohors iiii gallorum (ae 1902: 120). 
The second is the gravestone of caius cornelius 
iustus (ae 1935: 78; ae 1951: 240; conrad: 435), 
the third is Publius scribonius Publius (conrad: 
436) and the fourth is Q. Pompeius eutyches’ grave-
stone, a freedman of legatus legionis Q. Pompeuis 

falco (conrad: 443). among these inscriptions, only 
one is linked to building policy and might be con-
nected to the period of Trajan’s reign, is the follow-
ing fragment (iLbulg 2) [imp(erator) caesar n]erva 
T[ra/ianus a]ugust[us]/ ---LeXsTo---/---, which 
was reused in the construction of the walls from 
aurelian’s or constantine’s period. The key roads 
south of oescus were probably modernised at that 
time since the settlement was situated at the natu-
ral crossroads of nearby communication routes. The 
roads from nicopolis ad istrum and Philippopolis 
run through the area, as oescus linked serdica with 
the Danube and the interior of Dacia (Lemke 2011: 
172–173; Tomas 2017: 97). after the Dacian Wars 
ended, the army left the camp, and – according to 
most researchers – a veterans’ colony was formed in 
its place called colonia ulpia Traiana oescensium 
(Kabakchieva 2014: 181; Tomas 2017: 96–97). in 
general, in terms of their appearance the fortifica-
tions of the colonies are reminiscent of a military 
camp (fig. 14) (Kabakchieva 2014: 184). The more 
important structures built during Trajan’s reign in-
clude the monumental forum (220 x 97.60 m) situ-
ated in the very centre of the colonies. according 
to Kabakchieva, the construction of the forums 
was initiated just after the colonies were founded 
in aD 106. as in the case of every roman forum, 
these structures contained public utility buildings. 
in oescus, three such structures were located there, 
as was the capitolium, situated in the southern part 
of the forum. The Jupiter optimus maximus temple, 
the eastern part of the Temple of Juno and the west-
ern part of the temple of minerva were located in 
the middle of the capitolium. it is worth emphasiz-
ing the strong influence of architecture that was not 
very asian in oescus (for more architectural details, 
see Kabakchieva 2014).

5. trajaN citygeNic Policy oN 
lower daNube

in addition, Trajan created three other colonies in 
the area near the Danube (fig. 5): colonia ulpia 
Traiana Poetovio: Ptuj in Pannonia, in upper 
moesia (ratiaria: colonia ulpia Traiana: arčar), 
and in Dacia: colonia ulpia Traiana augusta 
sarmizegethusa (mrozewicz 1989: 18).
it should be emphasized that oescus is an ideal 
example of Trajan’s citygenic policies, because a 
number of factors influenced the choice of place 
for a colony. first of all, such colonies were placed 
primarily in locations that were strategically im-
portant. all the colonies established by Trajan were 
significant in this respect. Poetovio was located 
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as noted by D. boteva, marcianopolis and augusta 
Traiana are not present in Ptolemy’s texts. Thus, 
it is possible that Ptolemy based his account on a 
source written just after the province of Dacia was 
established, but before sarmizegetusa was founded, 
i.e. aD 108–109 (boteva 2014: 196). according to 
boteva, the final years of Trajan’s reign or the ini-
tial years of hadrian’s reign should be considered 
for the date of founding marcianopolis (boteva 
2014: 198). There are no such doubts in the case of 
nicopolis ad istrum, as the only ongoing discussion 
refers to whether it was established after the first 
or the second Dacian War.3 for a long time, it was 
also believed that the polis was established in vir-
gin territory. This would most certainly have been 
a significant departure from Trajan’s principles in 
terms of how he established such poleis. however, 
the latest research indicates that underneath the 
city’s agora were discovered coins dated to 2–1 
bc and Thracian ceramic fragments and fibulae 
(vladkova 2012: 31), while the seat of the Thracian 
strategy may also have been somewhere nearby 
(Delev 2009: 246–247), but according vladkova this 
archeological finds are not sufficient proofs that be-
low nicopolis ad istrum was Thracian settlement 
(vladkova 2002: 32). it is worth noting that in the 
vicinity of nicopolis ad istrum archaeologist found 
a several coins dated to the flavian period, which 
prompts the hypothesis that a military facility might 
have been located there (vladkova 2002: 31), and so 
nicopolis ad istrum was not founded entirely on an 
empty area.
similarly, under the buildings of Tropaeum Traiani, 
yet another city Trajan established by the Danube, 
traces were found of a geto-roman settlement, dat-
ed very broadly to the period between the 1st cen-
tury bc and the 1st century aD (Panaite 2016: 167). 
according to various opinions, the settlement that 
developed at the beginning of the 2nd century aD 
would have been either a vicus or a civitas. it was 
also located at a strategically important spot at the 
crossroads of the central road, crossing Dobrudja 
from noviodunum, in the north down to Zaldapa 
and marcianopolis with the east-west-oriented 
routes connecting Durostorum, by the Danube with 
Tomis and callatis, on the black sea coast (Panaite 
2016: 168). a municipium had existed here from 
Trajan’s times. The city, however, should be called 
municipium Traianum Tropaeum or even municip-
ium ulpium Traianum Tropaeum (Popescu 2013: 
143–144; matei-Popescu 2014: 208; Panaite 2016: 
166).

on the amber route leading across the Drava river 
(Šašel-Kos 2014: 139). such also was the localisa-
tion of oescus, which – as already mentioned – was 
situated at the crossroads of crucial communication 
routes. sarmizegetusa was constructed at the spot 
where two important roads intersected, one be-
ginning in Dierna and running through the Timis-
cerna valley, crossing Tibiscum (marcu & cupcea 
2011: 543). ratiaria was also conveniently located 
at the crossroads of the route running along the 
Danube with the trail leading to the adriatic sea 
(Luka 2014: 50). other common features of these 
places included the colonies being founded after the 
legions had marched away and autochthonic settle-
ments also being located there. such was the case of 
colonia ulpia Traiana Poetovio established in aD 
102 (Šašel-Kos 2014: 146) and of the important riv-
er port in ratiaria, which like oescus was probably 
a legionary camp in the 1st century aD as well as a 
tribal base (Ῥαιτιαρία Μυσῶν; Οἶσκος Τριβαλλῶν) 
(Ptol., Geogr. 9, 10, 10). This political approach was 
continued also after Dacia was conquered, and in 
aD 106 Trajan established colonia ulpia Traiana 
augusta Dacica sarmizegetusa consisting of veter-
ans (Piso 2003: 294).
certain other settlements should also be added to 
this list (fig. 5), which even though they had initially 
been located in Thrace were also situated next to 
the Danube, such as nicopolis ad istrum, this town 
was initially called nicopolis ad heamum, (cf. Ptol., 
geogr. 11, 7; vladkova 2002: 32), and most prob-
ably also marcianopolis. These towns were newly 
founded by Trajan after the Dacian Wars, i.e. they 
were not organized like roman towns but as tradi-
tional greek poleis (ruscu 2007: 214). most of the 
settlers of these towns originated from syria and 
various areas in asia minor (slokoska et al. 2002: 
85). Trajan chose the greek model as a basis for 
their further development as hellenistic influences 
and traditions were strong in this area (rostovtzeff 
1926: 233; ruscu 2007: 214). marcianopolis lay on 
the route linking the northern edge of the balkan 
mountains with the road running to the cities by 
the black sea. much like oescus, marcianopolis 
was also founded on tribal territory (Kolendo 1976: 
47, 59). however, the problem with marcianopolis 
lies in the issue that this town might have been con-
structed during hadrian’s reign and not Trajan’s. 
This may be indicated by the fact that as many as 
four poleis in Thrace (Traianopolis, Plotinopolis, 
augusta Traiana and marcianopolis) refer to 
hadrian’s family through their names. additionally, 

3 however, boteva (2014: 200) is of the opinion that this occurred in aD 102–104, i.e. after the first Dacian War.
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through reconstructing them in stone. areas that 
had just been conquered by Trajan were subjected 
to the most extensive military construction proce-
dures, which should come as no surprise. however, 
Trajan also devoted a lot of attention to upper and 
Lower moesia. on the other hand, oescus, the ol-
dest Lower moesian legionary camp, lost its military 
character and a colony was founded in its place. The 
example of oescus shows yet another important as-
pect of emperor Trajan's construction programme 
and is in line with the approach he followed when 
selecting a place for founding a new polis. aside 
from oescus, Trajan also initiated the construction 
of such cities as Poetovio, ratiaria, sermizegetusa, 
nicopolis ad istrum, Tropaeum Traiani and proba-
bly marcianopolis.

6. coNcluSioN

The article juxtaposes novae and oescus, compa-
ring the roles both places performed in the con-
struction programme introduced by emperor 
Trajan. The comparison of these two settlements 
serves as a pretext for presenting a synthetic des-
cription of Trajan's construction policies in the 
Lower Danube area (from Pannonia inferior, throu-
gh both moesias, up to Dacia). During Trajan's rei-
gn, novae maintained its military character; howe-
ver, it was subjected to an extensive reconstruction 
as a result of which it became a strongly fortified 
place. in this context, novae fit Trajan's construc-
tion approach as he was interested in building new 
fortifications and strengthening the existing ones 
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